Abstract . This is a summary of author's results on finite flat commutative group schemes. The properties of the generic fibre functor are discussed. A complete classification of finite local flat commutative group schemes over mixed characteristic complete discrete valuation rings in terms of their Cartier modules (defined by Oort) is given. We also state several properties of the tangent space of these schemes. These results are applied to the study of reduction of Abelian varieties. A finite p-adic semistable reduction criterion is formulated. It looks especially nice in the ordinary reduction case. The plans of the proofs are described.
The category of finite flat commutative group schemes; the generic fibre results
We denote by FGS R the category of finite flat commutative p-group schemes (i.e. annihilated by a power of p) over a base ring R.
The goal of this paper is the study of FGS O L and of Abelian varieties over L. We note that a certain classification of FGS O L for L being perfect was given by Breuil (see [?] ); yet that classification is inconvenient for several types of problems.
It is well-known that any finite flat group scheme over L is étale; hence FGS L is equivalent to the category of finite modules over the absolute Galois group of L. In particular, this category is abelian. Hence it is natural to consider the generic fibre functor
The functor GF is faithful and defines a one-to-one correspondence between closed subgroup schemes of S and closed subgroup schemes of S L (see [?] ).
It was also proved by Raynaud in the case e < p − 1 that GF is full; besides FGS O L is an Abelian category. Neither of this facts is true for larger values of e. Moreover, one cannot apply Raynaud's methods in the case e ≥ p − 1.
Yet the following important result is valid. 
Note that s = 0 for e < p − 1; therefore Theorem ?? generalizes the fullness result of Raynaud. Hence GF is 'almost full'. One easily checks that the result is sharp, i.e. the value of s its the best possible.
Theorem ?? also can be considered as a finite analogue of fullness of the generic fibre functor for p-divisible groups (proved by Tate). Besides, it implies Tate's result (see [?] ) immediately.
The main tool of the proof is the Cartier module functor for finite local group schemes. It will be defined below. A similar statement for Ext 1 follows easily from Theorem ?? and the Cartier module theory for group schemes.
Formal groups; Cartier modules
Our basic method is resolving finite group schemes by means of p-divisible groups (in particular, by finite height formal group laws). We recall the Cartier module theory for formal group laws. Here we describe a modified version that was used in [?] We denote by C the category of additive subgroups of
m , the coefficients of h are equal to
where
m is the composition inverse to the logarithm of F . In particular, for m = 1 we have
Then the Cartier theory easily implies the following fact.
Proposition 2.1. Now we briefly recall the notion of the Cartier ring. For a commutative ring Q and a Q-algebra P one can introduce the following operators on
F → D F defines a full embedding of the category of formal groups over
Cart(Q) (the Cartier p-ring, see [?] ) is the ring that is generated by V, f , a , a ∈ Q and factorized modulo certain natural relations (see [?] 
Definition 2.2.
We denote Cart(O L ) by Cart; we call Cart-modules Cartier modules. Note that we don't define closed subsets of Cartier modules. Yet we could define a topology on any Cart-module M whose closed subsets would be C ⊂ M : Vx ∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C. Then any Cart-map would be continuous.
We define the closure of a subset N of a Cartier module M as the smallest closed Cart-submodule of M that contains N . Proposition 2.3. 
In the papers [?] and [?] two functors on the category of formal groups were defined. The first (called the fraction part) was similar to those defined by Grothendieck, Messing and Fontaine; yet it was defined in a quite different way and was described more precisely than the functor in the book [?] . The behaviour of the fraction part is (in some sense) linear.
The second functor (denoted by M F ) described the obstacle for the Fontaine's functor to be an embedding of categories. For a finite height formal group F the value of M F can be described by means of D Fπ . Here
Since the coefficients of F π tend to 0 quickly, the obstacle functor is 'finite'. One may say that its complexity is killed by f s (see Proposition 3.2.2 of [?]).
Cartier-Oort modules of local group schemes
Let S be a local group scheme over O L ; let 0 → S → F → G → 0 be its resolution by means of finite height formal groups. We define C(S) = Coker(D F → D G ). In the paper [?] it was proved that S → C(S) is a welldefined functor on the category of local (finite flat commutative) group schemes over O L ; it defines an embedding of this category into the category of Cartmodules. We call C(S) the Oort module of S. The theory of Oort also can be used when the base ring is a field of characteristic p. In this case f corresponds to the Frobenius, V corresponds to the Verschiebung operator (see [?] ). Now we state the main classification result. It completely describes the properties of the Oort functor. 
Here we consider extensions in the category of finite flat group schemes, whence the definition of an exact sequence is the same as always.
We introduce a natural definition of the tangent space T S for a finite group scheme S.
Definition 3.2. For a finite flat groups scheme S we denote by T S the
, where J is the augmentation ideal of the affine algebra of S.
It is well-known that the tangent space of a group scheme is equal (i.e. naturally isomorphic) to the tangent space of its local part. Besides, if P is any (unitial commutative) O L -algebra then the (suitably defined) tangent space of
We state the main properties of the tangent space functor.
Theorem 3.3.
I T S is naturally isomorphic to C(S 0 )/VC(S 0 ), where S 0 is the local part of S.
II f : S → T is a closed embedding of local group schemes if and only if the induced map on the tangent spaces is an embedding. III If 0 → H → S → T → 0 is an exact sequence of local group schemes (in the category of fppf-sheaves, i.e. H S) then the corresponding sequence of tangent spaces is also exact. IV For a local group scheme S the following numbers are equal.
1 
Finite criteria for reduction of Abelian varieties
As an application of the results on finite group schemes certain finite p-adic criteria for semistable and ordinary reduction of Abelian varieties were proved. We call these criteria finite because in contrast to Grothendieck's criteria (see [?] ) it is sufficient to check certain conditions on some finite p-torsion subgroups of V (instead of the whole p-torsion).
We recall that an Abelian variety (over O K or O L ) is called an ordinary reduction one (or just ordinary) if the connected component of 0 of the reduction of the Néron model of A is an extension of a torus by an ordinary Abelian variety (over L). In particular, an ordinary variety has semistable reduction. For example, a semistable reduction elliptic curve is either ordinary or supersingular.
Let V be be an Abelian variety of dimension m over K that has semistable reduction over L.
Theorem 4.1. I V has semistable reduction over K if and only if for there exists a finite flat group scheme
H/O K such that T H O L ⊃ (O L /p l O L ) m (i.e.
there exists an embedding) and a monomorphism
g : H K → Ker[p l ] V,K .
II V has ordinary reduction over K if and only if for some H
m . Here µ denotes the group scheme of roots of unity.
Part I is a generalisation of Theorem 5.3 of [?] where the case e < p − 1, V of good reduction over O L , was considered.
Finite l-adic criteria (see [?] ) seem to be easier to use; yet they don't allow to check whether the reduction is ordinary.
If the reduction of A over L is good then l can be replaced by l .
Ideas of proofs
Proposition ?? is an easy consequence of the usual Cartier theory. It easily implies parts I and II of Theorem ??, and parts I -III of Theorem ??. The proof the necessity of conditions of part III in Theorem ?? is also more-or-less easy.
To prove sufficiency of conditions of part III in Theorem ?? one applies the explicit description of the Cartier module of a formal group (see Section 27.7 of [?] ) and constructs a formal group F such that M is a Cart-factor of D F . A formal group of dimension dim O L (M/VM ) can be chosen. Next one proves that a finite height formal group can be chosen. In this case M will be equal to D F /N for some N D F such that N is Cart-isomorphic to D G for a finite height formal group G. Lastly one verifies that M = C(S) for S being the kernel of a certain isogeny h : G → In the proof of Proposition ?? (and in several other places) the local-étale exact sequence for finite flat commutative group schemes is used to reduce the problem to the case of local group schemes (and hence to formal groups). Some of these reductions are quite complicated.
Next one proceeds to the proof of Theorem ?? using the fact f s V s = p s . For the proofs of reduction criteria explicit Cartier module descent is used. In [?] the following lemmas were were proved. For the first an explicit descent reasoning for D F was used; the second is an easy flat descent exercise. 
Suppose that for t = v p (e 0 ) + 1 and some group scheme T /O K we have Using this, Theorem ??, and Cartier modules of group schemes one can prove a certain good reduction criterion for Abelian varieties (see [?] ). We don't formulate that criterion here.
also that this isomorphism combined with the isomorphism (??) is the generic fibre of a certain isomor-
Using Proposition ?? and a certain tangent space argument one proves the following fact. 
